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About This Game

"A magnificent mini Irish folklore adventure game. 9/10 " gameskinny.com

"...hauntingly beautiful adventure game. 77%" cogconnected.com

"...I definitely say it’s a beautiful gem, which everyone should try. ...Great game, buy it, peace. 7/10" invisioncommunity.co.uk

"Scéal is not your ordinary game. It will stay with you forever. It will leave footprints in your mind." infinitegaming.es

"...This game is a work of art..." oneangrygamer.net

"Sceal is a game that I can recommend to anyone who likes interesting story with beautiful Irish music and artistically painted
world." vgdb.pl

"...this is a gorgeous fairytale with simplistic gameplay and a tragic story. I love the art design and need to download the
soundtrack immediately." defunctgames.com

"Lovingly animated in a hand-drawn watercolour style and underpinned by a haunting soundtrack, Scéal makes a handsome first
impression." independent.ie

"The authors have artfully combined music, graphics and story into a harmonious unit with artistic value and skillfully filed
storyline. 8/10" sector.sk
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"A good pick..." graal.fr

"In short: "Scéal" - small game, but very big! 91%" adventurespiele.net

-------------------------------------

Steeped in supernatural Irish folklore, Scéal (which means "story" in Irish) casts players into the role of the lost soul of a little
girl, destined to wander the earth, with no memories of the life she once lived.

Longing for release from her limbo, the spirit encounters Branna, the Raven of the Dead, who promises to take the girl to the
afterlife if she can rediscover her name and recover the story of the life she once lived by reliving her memories inside the

pages of Branna's magical storybook.

At the heart of Scéal’s gameplay is its vibrant watercolour paint palette. Players must complete quests by painting buildings and
objects to progress the storyline. Scéal also features a day/night cycle with colour palettes and music that change as the story /

time progresses. Playing as the little spirit, players can transform into an angel of light or a dark banshee, repainting the world as
they move through it, changing the world from happiness to despair and back again.

Along with it's unique visual style and art direction, Scéal has a distinctive and hauntingly melodic soundtrack, sung in Irish and
made in collaboration with renowned Irish folk singers Lorcan Mac Mathuna, Aislinn Duffy and Florence Glen.
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Title: Sceal: An Irish Folklore Adventure
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Joint Custody
Publisher:
Joint Custody
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win XP

Processor: Dual Core

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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This would be better suited as a child's mobile phone game. For me it's boring. The pacing is slow, the controls are awkward and
the music is subpar. I like the graphics, and the game looks unique, but the gameplay doesn't hold up, sorry.. I Didnt really like
it, the story and the game itself arent really good, the grapics are dope tho!, if it had more story and more game content, it would
be cool.. Beautiful art style, fantastic humour. Better than some of the paid point-and-clicks; I'd gladly for this one. I hope they
continue to flesh out this world. It's character are very original and intriguing. I'm captivated already.. "Krai Mira: Extended
Cut" the name says all. I mean like others said this feels like extended cut of planned game.
If this is true this game is made by single person then I must admit one can see that there has been much love put into it and that
the creator played Fallout series quite a lot.
Now if you have played Fallout mainly 2nd part imagine the game that feels like Fallout but there are no secondary skills(as this
come-no training books either), the companions don't have any settings(including inventory), there are almost no side quests,
random encounters are limited in diversity to one or max. two areas, there is no shop economy, loot is mainly random generated
(including stores), graphics is much better but far more choppy, day and night only influence perception, there is no detailed
description of items in the shop, some of the locations don't serve any purpose or their purpose is limited to single action, there
is no 2nd weapon set and the weapons cannot be reloaded after accessing inventory, inventory items have stat requirements that
require a lot of leveling...
So this game is bad? Well, no. Main plot saves the game. You are getting your money worth or even more. It is well worth
investment IMHO to experience a fresh approach to Fallout series. The story is interesting enough.  Speaking of don't forget to
visit the locations after ending for aftermatch dialog The models are solid and music is almost on par with Fallout series. Game
is well optimized and runs flawlessly through Steamplay (Linux).. Well the title describes it perfectly... It is pointless. The only
reason i would recommend it to someone is to get easy 100% achievements like me and only when you have a coupon for it. So
therefore i will only click recommend for that..
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I'm a fan of point and click games, as well as Sherlock Holmes, but this game was an absolute chore to get through. The story
didn't flow right, the mechanics were clunky, and the puzzles were either unintuitive or too easy.. I'm not usually one to write
reviews but I really want to support this game. I've had so much fun playing with my brother and I know he has too. This is a
great game, especially considering the fact that it's still in early access. Can't wait to see the final product!
Pros
- The game runs very smooth and looks great visually
- Split Screen option
- Good customization options
- Every map feels unique
- So far, I have only been met with a couple minor bugs
Cons
- My only gripe is that I wish it had more content in the way of maps and game-modes.
. *Note: Added an edit after the new updates.

Has potential.

The gameplay mechanics essentially feel like Psi-ops mixed with Metal Gear revengeance, which sounds like a match made in
heaven, though the game falls a little short of its full potential atm. It's mechanically sound, runs well and has good VR features
and the graphics are bare but functional. Where the game falls short is the sound design, it's very subdued, bordering to
nonexistent, which takes away a lot of the fun and force of the player actions. The swords are essentially completely silent and
even bigger moments of carnage and destruction are accompanied by tiny tings and clangs. It's a shame too, because with decent
sound feedback the action would really be on par with the games this takes inspiration from.

It's still fun, so I'll give it a recommendation, but with just a little audio work it could be way more satisfying.

EDIT: The developers udptaded the game recently, adding a bunch of soundwork which have done wonders to beef up the
combat and destruction. It's not quite perfect, stuff colliding with things is still a little gutless, but now the telekinesis and the
swords feel very satisfying. Recommended.. most accurate ATC simulator that ive seen so far! fun game!. This is a great Tetris
dream.. This game has prepared me for, lets be honest, inevitable catastrophic pants failure. I highly recommend this game if
you, or if you ever plan to work in an office enviroment.

In all honesty, it's a fun quirky game, with lots of hidden little gems and sense of humor that delights. For $3, it's more than
worth it.

I also just love the portion of the animation where you tighten your pants\/tuck in your shirt. I don't know why it stikes out to
me, but it's kind of stylized detail that really shows the craftmanship if the game.. \/\/ Full Disclosure: I am a contributor to the
Goldbar Games' Patreon page, and also a good friend of the head developer of this game, Kinjo. \/\/

Snowball Saves Summer is Goldbar Games' fourth creation, following Detective Butler: Maiden Murder Voyage, that weird
Cecila platformer(?) and acting as a direct sequel to Snowball Saves Christmas. While it is technically a sequel to SSC, that
doesn't mean you HAVE to play the first game before diving into Snowball Saves Summer.

The Good:

Once you get past the game's learning curve, you'll find that the game is well balanced. Puzzles aren't too hard, jumps aren't
impossible, and bosses are manageable without too much stress. Snowball Saves Summer has a very early Nintendo feel, and if
you're a fan of Nintendo classics like Super Mario Bros or Donkey Kong Country, you'll find this game entertaining. The game
is challenging but not unforgiving. The snowball slinging takes a bit of getting used to, but once you do finally manage to get the
hang of it, it's fine. Levels are designed with careful attention to detail, and even offer some interesting surprises. The music is
surprisingly good for a simple indie game.

The Bad:

Goldbar Games has grown out of its infancy stage, and entered the toddler phase. The developers are starting to find their sea
legs and put together games which are coherent, decent, and even enjoyable. Visually, Goldbar Games has yet to produce a
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game which is visually impressive.The group is getting there, but they haven\u2019t quite hit the mark, yet. I expect that this is
the result of budgetary restrictions, and will improve over time. The snowball slinging can be difficult to master, and I expect it
might frustrate a few people initially.

Final Thoughts:

I assume that as their group grows in size and scope, Goldbar Games\u2019 products will look more polished. To be fair,
Snowball Saves Summer DOES look better than the previous game, and it has a decent soundtrack that doesn't grate the nerves
the way some of Butler's OST did. The game is fun, accessible, and easy to pick up.

If you want to support a game group that really wants to make good games instead of cashing in on hype and filling Steam with
even more trash, buy Snowball Saves Summer at full price. Otherwise? Wait till it\u2019s on sale. Either way, Snowball Saves
Summer is a gem in the rough and worth a shot.

. I bought it to play it under Ubuntu, but there is no files after you download the game (0 bytes).
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